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EQUITY IS PART OF THE EQUATION 
Diversity isn’t the only focus of the new Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion.As the name 
says,“equity” is part of the equation here – meaning freedom from bias or favoritism. In 
addition to an appreciation of our differences and similarities, part of the office’s mission is to 
address important questions of stereotyping and bias in the classroom and the curriculum. 
Community colleges themselves contribute to equity in education, in that almost half of this 
country’s undergraduate students are enrolled in one. Indeed, community colleges are the 
choice of a majority of minority, immigrant and first-generation students.As open-admission 
institutions, we serve students who have a variety of experiences, learning styles and 
educational history; it’s up to us to be flexible and supportive as we prepare these students for 
the workforce or four-year schools. 
To do that well means we should ensure all students are treated equally. Do we pay attention 
to all our students or are some favored at the expense of others? Are all students encouraged 
to learn and to lead? Does our curriculum represent the contributions of all people, such as 
women, people of color, or people of different faiths? The same considerations apply to our 
faculty and staff. Do all groups feel comfortable in the workplace? Are all groups treated 
equitably? Is it safe to raise issues? 
By building a culture of equity for our students, faculty and staff, we can help to build a culture 
of equity in our community, one that our students will not only benefit from, but help to create 
and sustain. 
Sincerely, 
Terry Calaway 
President 
Johnson County Community College 
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DIVERSITY ENHANCED 
by Carmaletta Williams 
Executive Director for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion 
An original mission of The Office 
of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion 
(ODEI) included moving our 
community past worn-out, torn-
up, age-old, binary thoughts of 
“diversity.” People easily grasped 
onto racial and ethnic, as well as 
gender and GLBT (gay, lesbian, 
bisexual and transgender) issues. 
Religious differences were occasionally whispered about 
and, in this historic time, discussions of opposing social and 
political ideologies surfaced. But a shroud of sort, what the 
early 20th century intellectual W. E. B. DuBois, as did others, 
called “the veil of distortion” created a rather narrow lens 
through which we saw  “diversity.” 
This year we have cracked the glass ceiling, reduced myopia, 
and expanded our visions to include many diverse cultures. 
We have celebrated heritage, honored the past, become 
more informed about art and learned about the autism 
spectrum.The most exciting aspect of our work this semester 
is that most of these ideas were brought to us by our 
on-and off-campus JCCC community. 
Dr. Kami Day is very modest in her explanation of who the 
Diversity Fellows are and what they do. That’s actually 
an endearing part of her. She is modest about her vast 
contributions to our school, and she is a bit shy. But she, like 
the other Fellows, is extremely hard-working and creative. 
She and they certainly do much, much more than she 
includes in her article.All the Fellows are intrinsically involved 
in the work of the ODEI in advancing this institution. All of 
us work on every program, every workshop and every 
conference we sponsor. We meet weekly to discuss issues 
and means of creating a culturally competent campus.These 
discussions are the most interesting of any I have ever 
encountered here. We are all very different people and our 
diverse realities bring us to new understandings and 
insights. Then we work on devising means to bring those 
perspectives to the campus community. 
On the front burner for the ODEI is a campus climate survey. 
Our goal is to have a broad spectrum of our population 
participate in this process from issuing the request for 
proposals, to choosing the survey firm, to monitoring the 
survey process. Kami and Dr. Shaun Harris are spearheading 
that work.We need to see where we are and where we have 
been so that we can better focus our efforts to move forward. 
We will make this process as transparent as possible because 
this survey is for the good of the institution and not just for 
the ODEI. All of us will benefit from having solid data and 
information. 
Lisa Cole, Amber Smith and Samira Hussein – our 
math and business Diversity Fellows – bring a very clear, 
quantitative eye to the ODEI. They see cultural change in 
terms of promising futures for our students and community. 
They actively seek opportunities to help both current and 
potential students. At a Women of Color Administrators in 
Higher Education forum in Atlanta, Georgia, a woman saw 
my name and school affiliation on the roster and found me 
in that group of more than 150 women to tell me that Lisa 
Cole is amazing in her commitment to helping high school 
students in their quest for college. I couldn’t stop smiling. 
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Of course, I know that she is amazing, but Lisa, like Kami 
and the others, has been shy in talking about all of the work 
she does to help students. She is “walking the walk,” and 
investing her energy in making sure that students who want 
to attend college understand that they can.This is in addition 
to her position as a Diversity Fellow for faculty and staff 
recruitment and retention. Amber Smith is energetic and 
absolutely involved in a comparable student-centered 
process. She is planning workshops, conferences and summer 
camps to familiarize especially first-generation students 
with college. All of our Fellows are involved with the 
community above and beyond the call of duty and give 
presentations and workshops, but Samira Hussein is probably 
the most active. She has earned the reputation as a powerful 
speaker which causes people to call on her to talk to their 
community groups, their students, their parishioners, 
friends, etc. Her work has been acknowledged in the many 
awards that she has earned. The ODEI certainly could not 
function without the hard work and commitment of our two 
administrative assistants, Susan McGarvey and Kay Rozell. 
Danny Alexander is also very low-key but incredibly active. 
Under his guidance, we have hosted the Latino Writer’s 
Collective, the South African Freedom Fighter Eddie 
Daniels, the diversity book discussions, and other programs. 
Just a glance at our monthly program posters illustrates the 
depth of his work and that of the Diversity Fellows and the 
ODEI. New to this issue of Many Voices are reviews of the 
programs for those in our community who were unable to 
attend the events. Danny has been especially active working 
with student organizations. Under his guidance Latinos 
United Now and Always (LUNA) was established and 
student-led multicultural events are being planned. Danny 
has a wonderful spirit that allows him to work well with 
what is truly a diverse Johnson County community. 
Our on-campus community outside of the Diversity Fellows 
has also been invaluable in advancing our work. There is 
always the danger of leaving out names when you make a 
list, and there are so many people who work with us that it 
is impossible to list them all within the confines of this article, 
so I apologize right now. People like Linda Jameson, Mark 
Foster, Pete Peterson, Mark Browning, Kim Krebs, Bill Buese, 
Miguel Morales, Andre Jones, Anthony Perry, Andrea 
Kempf, Gloria Rosso, Mary Jean Billingsley, Maureen 
Fitzpatrick, Rich Fisher and the television folk, Marilyn 
Jones, Minnie Adams, Bruce Harvey, Karen Martley, plus all 
the people who pitched in to help with the Autism Spectrum 
Disorder: Beyond the Diagnosis Conference were invaluable to 
us. Sean Daley and Diane Kappen deserve a special note of 
appreciation from us.They made connections for us for the 
autism conference, Deaf awareness programs and American 
Indian programs. Allison Smith, Bruce Hartman and 
Karen Gerety Folk have been gracious in tying their art tours 
with our activities, as has Angel Mercier in arts education. 
So many of you have been life and program savers, and we 
thank you. We also want to extend a special note of gratitude 
to Bob and Kathleen Xidis for the E. Claire Xidis doll collection. 
The larger Johnson County community also came together 
with the ODEI, especially with the autism conference. 
Kirsten Sneid, Kate Duffy, and Drs. Kathryn Ellerbeck, 
Debra Kamp and Matt Reese from KU Medical Center 
informed our audience with solid information about life 
“Beyond the Diagnosis.” In addition to our own people, 
Janice Bonat, Ben Edwards, Kathryn Dingley, Connie Happel, 
Alex Happel, Kirsten Sneid and Aaron Wagner from our 
larger community participated especially in making the 
video for the conference. The video as well as other 
conference sessions are available on our Web site, 
www.jccc.edu/ODEI. Included in this issue is a special 
section on the conference. There were many community 
organizations that also provided us with brochures 
and other important information. To all of you we are very 
grateful. 
We have permanently borrowed the slogan of the Autism 
Self-Advocacy Network, “Nothing about Us without Us” in 
all our work. We recognize that we still have a long way to 
go to achieve our goals, but to that end, we have let our 
diverse communities speak for themselves. Articles in this 
second issue of Many VOICES – One Community remind 
us of the power of diversity in creating a rich learning 
environment for our students, a place of respect and 
understanding for them and our faculty and staff, and a 
means of inclusion for our entire community. 
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MY DIVERSITY
 
by Danny Alexander 
As the white male program director of the diversity initiative 
at JCCC, I should be a clue to the complexity of the term 
diversity, although (from what I hear) it’s not apparent. For 
starters, the absence of a minority ethnic or gender or sexual 
orientation does not put me outside of the bounds of
 diversity. 
When I was a kid, I was the only asthmatic (aside from a 
cousin in a different state) I knew, and I was the only kid I 
knew sexually abused by his pediatrician. I was the only kid 
at my school who had parents involved in a religion-based 
movement based in some variant of liberation theology.We 
were the only folks with a McGovern sign in our yard in my 
neighborhood in the corporate-run Oklahoma oil town 
where I grew up, so I spent a lot of time in 2nd grade 
defending the idea that we could withdraw from a war 
without dishonor. I was the only kid I knew until 6th grade 
with divorced parents. That other child of divorced parents 
I met in 6th grade was the only horror geek I knew. We 
were the only people I knew making monster movies on a 
Green Stamp Standard 8-millimeter wind-up camera when 
we were 11 years old. We were the only kids I knew who 
made money around Halloween by running a spook house 
in my best friend’s ancient alley garage. We charged the 
neighborhood kids to experience the pedestrian fruits of our 
creativity. 
In college, I was the only person I knew who learned 
everything in my classes through the filter of my record 
collection. I wanted to be a rock musician and felt terribly 
out of place in the sterile environment in school, but my 
music actually gave me an edge. In fact, all of these things 
that made me different when I was young came to play a 
role in my job as interim multicultural center program 
director this year. 
I noticed it at one of our first events, the Hispanic Experience 
at JCCC, when the participants on the panel talked about 
expressions of affection and concepts of time misunderstood 
in white culture. Two decades back, music led me into 
involvement with Mexican-American movement leaders 
who taught me to hug as an expression of brotherhood and 
sisterhood and American Indian Movement folk who taught 
me that a meeting should begin when people were gathered, 
and the light was just right, and the room felt ready. 
When the same panelists and members of the audience 
talked about the importance of multicultural events, 
memories flashed through my mind of the first time I tasted 
mole at an organizing party or those many nights when 
I was one of only two or three white faces in a Black or 
Latino music club – instead of alienation, feeling an intense 
connection to humanity. 
My colleague Shaun Harris has articulated many of my 
thoughts on this semester’s Deaf Awareness Week. I would 
add that I was particularly taken with the beauty and irony 
of the Deaf band Beethoven’s Nightmare. But I also had 
similar revelations with the autism conference, in which I 
learned to recognize what I had in common with the autism 
self-advocates, those things that put me on the spectrum 
(I’ve always seen fluorescent lights as strobes for instance) as 
well as the ways in which many of the most creative writers, 
artists and musicians I know make sense in terms of 
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characteristics associated with the spectrum. 
Then there was the visit by Eddie Daniels, a“coloured” South 
African who rejected the fact that he could pass for  “white” 
and self-identified as “black.” The cost of that and his war 
against the Apartheid government was that he spent 15 
years in South Africa’s  “Devil’s Island,”  Robben Island, along 
with Nelson Mandela and Walter Sissulu, among others. He 
told of the night Nelson Mandela took care of his slop 
bucket when he was sick, and I thought of how I first 
learned of Nelson Mandela. It was through music – as a 
child knowing the Beatles wouldn’t play Sun City, when I 
got older, through records by Stetsasonic, Peter Gabriel and 
Artists United Against Apartheid. They drew me into the 
fight against apartheid and other world issues like the Iran-
Contra Scandal. Meeting political prisoner Daniels, I felt 
I was reckoning with a spiritual father. He treated me with 
the respect due a peer, undeservedly, but overturning that 
notion seemed part of the point. Twenty years and half a 
world collapsed into an embrace of solidarity. 
Now I meet with a group of students planning the first of 
a series of multicultural nights, this one a fundraiser for 
Invisible Children (which combats the destruction caused 
by the civil war in Northern Uganda). They remind me of 
my college self with a difference.These students come from 
a variety of places, including Mongolia, Iran, Colombia, 
Sudan, Ghana and Overland Park, Kansas.They inspire one 
another, and they fill my heart with a sense of promise.To be 
human is to be diverse, and on this level of difference, we 
can all find a way to connect and enrich one another. My 
job’s to make that goal clear. The joy of it is that its truth 
makes itself plain to me every day. 
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WHO ARE THOSE DIVERSITY FELLOWS AND
 
WHAT ARE THEY UP TO? 

by Kami Day 
The Office of Diversity, Equity and 
Inclusion is so far comprised of nine 
people working hard to carry out the 
ODEI’s mission: Executive Director 
Carmaletta Williams, Multicultural 
Center Program Director Danny 
Alexander, administrative assistants 
Kay Rozell and Susan McGarvey, 
and five Diversity Fellows. But what 
exactly is a Fellow? The etymology of the term involves the 
concept of partner, and the definition that best fits each of 
us is “member of a group having common interests, as a 
member of a learned society.”1 The ODEI is charged with 
effecting culture change at JCCC, and we Fellows have a 
common interest – are partners – in that exciting work. But 
how did we get here and what do we do? 
The first three Fellows, Shaun Harris, Samira Hussein and 
I, were asked by President Calaway to act as advisers to 
Carmaletta as she began the task of setting up the ODEI; 
the three of us were already engaged in diversity education 
and cultural competence work, and he assumed, correctly, 
that we would welcome a role in the office we had looked 
forward to for some time. Lisa Cole, an accounting professor, 
had been co-chairing the committee to increase minority 
faculty and staff, a group that is part of the larger Strategic 
Planning Committee, so Carmaletta asked her to serve as 
the liaison between the ODEI and Strategic Planning. 
Amber Smith, whose focus is student recruitment, is a math 
professor who joined us after Jeff Frost and Mary Deas 
recommended her to Carmaletta. We came together rather 
quickly because we wanted to launch the ODEI without 
delay, but we are discussing how the Fellow roles will be 
filled in the future. We envision positions with a term limit 
and some kind of application process. Right now, in addition 
to Amber from math, three of us (Shaun, Danny and I) are 
from the English department (Carmaletta’s department as 
well before she became the executive director), and Samira 
and Lisa are from business. We hope in the future that the 
Fellows will better represent departments and offices from 
across campus. 
Each Fellow has three credit hours of release time to do the 
work of the ODEI, and our interests and responsibilities 
vary. 
•	 Samira is working on the Festival of Faiths Project 
scheduled for January 2009; conducting workshops for 
Blue Valley school district; serving as a liaison in her role 
with community groups, especially Muslim organizations; 
and maintaining an ongoing connection with the 
International Education office, which gives her an 
opportunity to connect with different international 
programs on and off campus. 
•	 Lisa is working on strategies for increasing the number 
of minority applicants, the number of minorities 
interviewed and, eventually, the number of minorities 
hired. Please see her article in this issue for more about 
the importance of recruiting for a diverse faculty and staff. 
•	 Amber has several projects in the works, including 
a minority recruiting symposium to be held at JCCC 
in March; creating summer programs for high school 
students that emphasize a workforce/academia partnership; 
securing Title V funds to aid minority students who need 
additional support (academically and socially); establishing 
our internal financial aid system (work-study program); 
and creating joint financial partnerships with universities 
to make sure our students – when they transfer – do 
graduate. 
•	 Shaun’s focus is on helping all members of the JCCC 
community to become aware, respectful and appreciative 
of cultural differences and to develop skills to function 
effectively and appropriately in a multicultural world. One 
of his projects is researching various individuals and 
organizations that conduct campus climate surveys 
focusing on diversity; his goal is to send out an RFP by the 
end of 2008 and to select the candidate by January. As 
co-adviser to Queers and Allies, he has been involved 
in panel presentations to 12 classes with the Q and A 
student Speak Out group, and he will continue to 
co-facilitate Safe Space workshops 2 under the aegis of 
the ODEI. He will also make himself available to groups 
across campus for cultural competence education. 
•	 My focus is also cultural competence, and I am working 
with Shaun on the campus climate survey and on Speak 
Out and LGBT education. I have also been reviewing 
software as a possible way to help faculty, staff and 
students increase their cultural competence and am 
working specifically with the nursing program to find 
software designed for health professionals. In November, 
I was part of a panel that addressed inclusive health care. 
I will also work with Samira on workshops for Blue Valley 
School District. 
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In order to be sure our own education and training are up to 
date, we all attend conferences and workshops. Last January 
Shaun and I were preparing to attend the Lesbian and Gay 
Task Force Conference, Creating Change, in Detroit when we 
learned Carmaletta had accepted her new position. One 
week before the conference, we invited her to come with us, 
and she accepted our invitation. Creating Change is an 
intense conference attended by LGBT activists and leaders, 
and all three of us participated in workshops all day every 
day for four days. I tell this story to illustrate Carmaletta’s 
support and her willingness to show, with her own actions 
and desire to learn, that our office does indeed define 
diversity inclusively. 
A team of us attended the National Conference on Race and 
Ethnicity (NCORE) in May, a conference that this year 
focused particularly on the intersections of race and class 
and on white privilege. This semester, several members of 
our group attended the Challenging Power and Privilege 
Conference, others attended the Diversity Now faculty 
recruitment seminar, and some traveled to the Hispanic 
Association of Colleges and Universities (HACU) conference. 
I can’t speak for everyone, but I return from these conferences 
edified and inspired but also with an acute sense that I will 
never know enough. 
In the spirit of the office in which we work, we should note 
we in the ODEI are three straight African American women, 
two straight White men, one straight woman whose country 
of origin is Pakistan, two straight White women, and one 
White lesbian. We are all (at present) middle-class, well-
educated, and more or less able-bodied. We represent a 
variety of religious beliefs (and nonbeliefs) and a wide range 
of cultures and backgrounds. As far as diversity of ideas, we 
are all over the map, and if you read Danny’s article in this 
issue, you will see I have barely scratched the surface. The 
lively and sometimes challenging conversations in our 
weekly meetings examine our own assumptions and 
attitudes, knowledge gaps, commitment and the strengths 
we each bring to our work. We enjoy success, we make 
mistakes, and we move on, sometimes painfully aware of 
the perils of on-the-job-training. We are committed to 
personal and institutional transformation, and we hope our 
colleagues and students will join us on this journey. 
1 Morris,William, ed. American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language. 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin,1976. 
2 The Safe Space project aims to create safe spaces for LGBT (Lesbian 
Gay Bisexual Transgender). The training involves discussion, activities 
and materials that help raise awareness about LGBT people and the 
issues that affect their lives, and each participant leaves with a Safe 
Space sticker they can display if they choose. 
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ARE THEY A GOOD FIT?: INCREASING MINORITY
 
FACULTY AND STAFF by Lisa Cole 
During the past two years I have 
attended numerous seminars and 
read many articles on how to increase 
minority faculty and staff on college 
campuses. I even researched other 
colleges to see what they were doing 
and if their models would work 
for us. Virginia Tech committed 
$1 million over a five-year period to 
increase ethnic diversity on campus, which  includes faculty 
and staff. Dallas County Community College (DCCC), since 
the inception of their Visiting Scholars Program, has had 
336 participants in the program. One hundred sixty-one of 
those scholars have been converted to or offered full time, 
permanent contracts. The bottom line is many colleges are 
stepping up their efforts and funding to recruit, hire and 
retain faculty and staff of color on their  campuses. They 
understand, like in the words of Andrew C. Jones of DCCC 
and Karen T. Wilson of Delta College that “A diverse faculty 
can carry out the mission of the community college better 
than a nondiverse one and enrich students with a rich array 
of varying perspectives.”All colleges have to believe this 
statement in order to achieve these goals. 
I am hard pressed to see how the research, the planning and 
the initiatives actually turn into the successful hiring of highly 
qualified minority candidates without the college taking 
deep ownership in a “diversity equals quality” statement. 
The reality has to start with the hiring committee’s belief 
that there is an advantage to hiring a minority in their open 
position. If the discussion is not had at the committee level 
and a commitment made, there will be no effort to throw a 
wide enough net in the pool to catch a qualified minority 
candidate. I believe the candidates are out there; it is a matter 
of casting a wide enough net to get them. Placing a worm or 
a pretty lure (the position) on the hook in an effort to attract 
the biggest fish may not get it done. Sometimes we have to 
leave the dock and go out and get in a boat in order to 
get the biggest, brightest, highly qualified fish. Taking an 
aggressive approach to hiring will help diversify the pool of 
applicants, thus diversifying the interview pool, which can 
potentially lead to the hiring of a qualified minority 
candidate. 
All the information I’ve gathered continues to stress and 
emphasize the recruitment process. College athletic programs 
that consistently win championships do it through recruiting 
the best talent. Faculty and staff recruitment leads to building 
top-ranked academic programs, departments and colleges. 
Discussions about the benefits of diversity in programs and 
departments impact the hiring committees and lead to well 
thought-out searches. 
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Recruitment is an active approach to contacting and 
developing relationships with potential minority candidates. 
Recruitment not only takes place when there is a job opening 
but is a continuous process that builds relationships campus 
and community-wide. Recruitment is not only done by the 
current minority faculty and staff, but nonminority faculty 
have to take ownership and participate in the process as 
well. Complete participation in the process shows the 
college’s overall commitment to the goal and not just the 
desires of the diversity committee and, in our case, the Office 
of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (ODEI). 
There are numerous initiatives and programs that can be 
effective in increasing the number of minority faculty and 
staff. Below are a few: 
• Develop inclusive position descriptions. 
• Include a diversity question on the application. 
• Actively recruit at professional conferences and meetings. 
• Develop a recruitment Web site and pamphlet. 
• Establish a Diversity Visiting Scholars Program. 
• Establish relationships with Historically Black Colleges 
and Universities, Hispanic Serving Institutions, Native 
American Tribal Colleges and other Minority Serving 
Institutions as a whole. 
As programs like these are implemented, hiring committees 
assembled and searches are begun at all levels on campus, 
“Yes, they are!” will begin to answer the often asked 
question by these committees – “Are they a good fit?” 
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A CONVERSATION WITH SAMIRA HUSSEIN
 
by Danny Alexander 
With president-elect Barack Obama 
having been caricatured in Muslim 
garb, with people playing with the 
similarity of his name and Osama 
and emphasizing his middle name 
as reasons he shouldn’t be fit for 
the presidency, we knew we 
needed to hear the perspective of 
our Diversity Fellow, Associate 
Professor of Business Administration Samira Hussein. 
Having first come to the United States as a college 
student during the Iran hostage crisis, she’s given a 
great deal of thought to the issues surrounding Islam in 
America. Her expertise and passion have earned her 
numerous awards including a Fulbright Scholarship 
and, most recently, the Distinguished Alumni Award 
presented by the Crescent Peace Society at its annual 
dinner. Her own journey offers crucial insights into 
the obstacles we face and the ways we might move 
forward. 
“I can recall vividly, walking with my younger brother, 
when somebody threw dirty snow at us, yelling ‘Iranian 
Go Home!’ We realized that they didn’t have a clue 
about who we were. In our minds we are such distinct 
groups. The four provinces in Pakistan each think 
of themselves as distinct groups; I’m from the province 
of Sindh.You can imagine my surprise that they didn’t 
know the difference between Iranians and Pakistanis. 
“I always made the assumption that the United 
States would have superior school systems where 
they would be taught something about world cultures. 
But university students asked me, ‘Do you have 
currency or do you still have a barter system? ’They’d 
ask whether we had houses or lived in huts and 
shacks, if we had transportation or if we were still 
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using camels.They were perfectly sincere in wanting 
to know, but I could not believe they were lacking in 
such basic information. 
“There is very little taught about the six million Muslims 
that live in the United States, one of the fastest growing 
populations, which includes both African-Americans 
and Latinos. Before 9/11, there was almost no 
consciousness of Muslims who might be next door 
neighbors. People were now wondering ‘who they 
are, what do they do, what do they believe in, are they 
plotting conspiracies in these mosques where they 
meet?’ The curiosity was based in fear. 
“Muslims were the other that has invaded my country. 
By the anthrax scare, our psyche had totally shifted 
from thinking about people like the Unabomber or 
Timothy McVeigh to thinking Muslims in the United 
States were to blame. In truth, Muslims in the United 
States are more educated and make better incomes 
than their counterparts in Europe; they are not 
marginalized populations that would logically be a 
threat. 
“We need to have an honest dialogue if something is 
troublesome. I can pick any verse out of the Bible and 
make it problematic if I do not understand the context 
of that verse. Jesus spoke in parables. Similarly, the 
verses in the Koran come at different times during 
different historical events. Because we don’t understand 
each other, many Americans associate our parochial 
schools, madrasas, just like parochial schools in this 
country, with fundamentalist indoctrination, although 
it is only in a very small minority of such places that 
any of this sort of indoctrination takes place. 
“We have to have an interfaith dialogue about these 
concepts, and that’s why the Festival of Faiths is so 
important. That’s why I admire JCCC’s Director of 
International Education Carolyn Kadel, who applied 
for a Title VI grant and created 14 new modules and 
courses, and Sociology Professor Bob Perry, who 
painstakingly arranged our Fulbright Scholarship to 
Morocco. 
“As a result of the Fulbright, I now have a project in 
which my International Business class studies importing 
goods from Morocco. During that project, students 
have to learn how being a French Protectorate altered 
Morocco (as compared to how Pakistan was altered by 
British colonization).They can see how Islam is affected 
by being in Northern Africa, at the crossroads of Spain 
and France, a very different cultural mindset than say 
Pakistan, Iran, and Afghanistan, which are much more 
landlocked.When they compare Morocco’s indigenous 
population, the Amazigh, they will see a different 
dynamic than that of the indigenous population in 
Tajikistan, for instance, a former Soviet Republic. We 
need to understand how these dynamics are different. 
“We need to have a healthy dose of curiosity around 
Islam. For the past two years, I have been arranging an 
iftaar meal to break the fast of Ramadan and inviting 
non-Muslim friends because I think the Muslim 
community needs to be more open. Organizations like 
the Heartland Muslim Council, the Crescent Peace 
Society and the different mosques have started to do 
serious bridge building because that is the only way 
they know that their children and they themselves can 
remain safe and feel comfortable. 
“So, I think the onus is on both sides. I’d like to have 
some faculty come forward and initiate a conversation, 
as difficult as the initial dialogue may be. If they are 
harboring some resentment, or maybe they lost a loved 
one in the Iraq war, I’d like them to come forward 
and ask me and other Muslims on campus to talk 
about it. I’d welcome these opportunities. We do have 
roundtables on Fridays in Carolyn Kadel’s office at 
2 p.m., which is a start. Dr. Calaway has created a 
climate where we can talk about these issues. And we 
have to remember that we can disagree without being 
disagreeable. I’m a human being; I’m sensitive, and if 
you ask me in the spirit of an attack, we will probably 
not have a dialogue, but if you ask me in the spirit of 
knowing more, I’ll be more than willing to share what 
I know.” 
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DID YOU
 
KNOW …
 
by Shaun Harris 
Did you know … 
•	 That 95% of all Deaf children are born to hearing 
parents? 
•	 That 90% of all Deaf people in America come from one 
generation (related to the 1963-1964 outbreak of the 
German measles)? 
•	 That there are many different international sign 
languages and even variations within American Sign 
Language, so sometimes translation is necessary 
between two people who sign? 
Did you know … 
•	 That the Kansas City area is rich in Deaf heritage be­
cause the Kansas School for the Deaf, the Deaf Cultural 
Center and the Olathe Club of the Deaf are all located 
in Olathe, Kan.? 
•	 That Gallaudet University, the premier undergraduate 
institution for Deaf and hard-of-hearing students, now 
offers a master’s degree in Deaf studies? 
•	 That JCCC has been a Gallaudet University Regional 
Center since 1977 and serves a 15-state Midwest 
region? 
•	 That JCCC has about 30 to 40 Deaf students each year? 
Did you know … 
•	 That sign language and other forms of manual 
communication were banned in Deaf schools for most 
of the 20th century? 
•	 That the term “audism,” the notion that one is superior 
based on one’s ability to hear, was coined by Tom 
Humphries in 1975, yet this term is still not in most 
mainstream dictionaries? 
•	 That a recent film titled Audism Unveiled (2006) by 
H-Dirksen Bauman with Ben Bahan and Facundo 
Montengro explains the impact of audism on people 
in the Deaf community? 
•	 That there is still controversy within the Deaf 
community about whether lip reading and other oral 
communication methods should be taught? 
•	 That Deaf students immerse themselves daily in the 
hearing world? 
•	 That Deaf students notice when people in the hearing 
world communicate and act in ways that demonstrate 
intercultural awareness of the Deaf world? 
Did you know … 
•	 That I learned all of this information for the first time 
by attending the Deaf Awareness Week programming 
(September 22-26, 2008) sponsored by the Office of 
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion? 
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QUEERS AND ALLIES SPEAKS OUT
 
by Brooks Dozier 
Queers and Allies. These two words 
have helped define my time here on 
the campus of Johnson County 
Community College. The Queers 
and Allies group, whose former 
name was GLBTSU (or Gay, Lesbian, 
Bisexual, Transgender Student 
Union), has been on this campus for 
the past 10 years. Over the years Q 
and A has helped students, faculty and staff understand and 
deal with the issues facing the LGBT community on our 
own campus and abroad. Queers and Allies has provided a 
safe-space on this campus where everyone, regardless of 
orientation, is able to socialize, communicate, but most 
importantly, educate. Some of our past events have included 
a drag show, speak out panels, and trips to educational 
conferences. Since Queers and Allies’ inception, the number 
of active members has grown, and today we are happy to 
have 15 or so active members, making Queers and Allies 
one of the biggest groups on campus. 
One of the main goals for Queers and Allies is visibility.  In 
September, the club organized a “Speak Out” panel, which 
visits classes that have LGBT-related curriculum. This is a 
group made up of students and faculty from Q and A who 
go into classrooms and openly and honestly talk about their 
experiences. The goal of these panels is to educate the 
students and give students the opportunity to ask the panel 
any question they might have about the LGBT community. 
The questions range from the most basic myths about 
homosexuality to deep religious questions. All of the panels 
take on different tones and go in different directions, but the 
one common denominator is the impact the panel has on 
both students and staff alike. The reactions to our panels 
have been overwhelmingly positive, and Queers and Allies 
will continue them for the foreseeable future. 
Queers and Allies has been on this campus for a long time 
and the future looks bright. As a member of our panel says 
so eloquently,  “We are people just the same as you, dealing 
with the same set of obstacles, and all we want is respect.” 
Queers and Allies 
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EARTH
 
by Allison C. Smith, 
Assistant Professor, 
Art History 
Robert Smithson, Spiral Jetty, Great Salt Lake, 1970. 1500 ft. long, made from salt crystals, algae, 
black rock, earth, and water. Photo George Steinmetz © 
The artist’s fascination with nature can be traced back 
thousands of years – a single bird perched on the branch of 
a persimmon tree in a painted Chinese scroll or a Roman 
fresco in an emperor’s dining room that attempts to bring 
the beauty of the garden indoors. The history of European 
and American landscape painting is also rich, as can be seen 
in swelling skies of Constable,Turner or Thomas Cole. 
More recently, in the 1960s and ’70s, artists began to go 
beyond simply representing nature.They began to make art 
out of nature. Robert Smithson’s Spiral Jetty, above, is the 
most well-known early example of such an attempt. By 
manipulating the natural environment itself, artists call 
attention to its beauty as well as its vulnerability. And now, 
with the state of the environment in the news on a daily 
basis, this endeavor is experiencing its own renaissance. 
In the past six months, more than 10 major museums in the 
United States have organized art exhibitions focusing on the 
environment.1 Global concerns such as climate change, 
deforestation, pollution and species extinction are impacting 
artists’ choices in their subject matter more than ever before. 
The relationship between art and current events is, of course, 
well established. Art historians frequently point out to their 
students that art history is the visual record of our past, and 
that students simply need to glance through their textbooks 
to notice immediately the political implications – Caravaggio 
and the Counter-Reformation, Jacques-Louis David and 
the French Revolution, Picasso and the Spanish Civil War, 
the German Expressionists and World War II, etc. Today, 
the evening news offers countless possibilities for the 
contemporary artist, but the environment has a particularly 
captive audience. 
The efforts of recognizable spokespersons such as Al Gore, 
Robert F. Kennedy Jr., Leonardo di Caprio and others have 
impacted the “Ecological Art Explosion”2 which addresses 
environmental concerns in a variety of ways: some artists 
use recycled materials in their work and encourage a smaller 
“footprint” for their (and others’) works. Other artists 
attempt to influence the larger culture by promoting solar 
power and alternative fuels. 
New York-based artist Mierle Laderman Ukeles, for example, 
creates what she calls urban Earthworks by transforming 
landfills. Her largest project involves 2,200 acres of contained 
trash mounds on Staten Island. She gives the trash mounds 
a second life by turning them into playgrounds and landscape 
art projects. Fritz Haeg, another contemporary environmental 
artist, is erecting urban wildlife habitats in his latest project 
titled Animal Estates, in an effort to draw displaced animals 
back into cities and suburbs. 
Some contemporary artists represent environmental concerns 
within more traditional means and materials: oil on canvas. 
Several of these artists can be found in the painting collection 
of JCCC’s Nerman Museum of Contemporary Art. Two 
artists, Angelina Gualdoni and Tomory Dodge, uniquely 
address this topic and were featured last fall in the Nerman 
Museum’s first exhibition, American Soil. 
1 Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art, San Francisco Museum of Contemporary Art, New Museum New York, 
Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego, et al. 
2 This term was coined by Robin Cembalest in an article she wrote for ARTnews magazine in June of 2007. 
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Angelina Gualdoni, Untitled, 2007, acrylic and oil on canvas, 48 x 60", collection Nerman 
Museum of Contemporary Art - JCCC, gift of Marti and Tony Oppenheimer and the 
Oppenheimer Brothers Foundation 
Tomory Dodge, Wasteland, 2007, oil on canvas, 72 x 84", collection Nerman Museum of 
Contemporary Art - JCCC 
Angelina Gualdoni, Untitled, 2007 
Gualdoni, a Chicago-based artist, depicts 
the destruction of human-made structures 
such as shopping malls, amusement 
parks and parking garages. Ironically, her 
subjects are created out of the colors of 
the earth – browns, greens, yellows, and 
golds at times overlapped by long drips 
of paint as if the earth itself were 
spilling out of the inorganic material. 
Gualdoni presents common architectural 
destinations in states of ruin and in turn 
challenges the viewer to recognize the 
human impact on the environment and 
our very notion of development and 
“progress.” 
Tomory Dodge, Wasteland, 2007 
Tomory Dodge also addresses (in his 
words) the  “collision between nature 
and culture.” More abstracted in style 
than Gualdoni, Dodge’s paintings can 
require careful examination on the part 
of the viewer. Dodge depicts his subject 
matter in an eerily beautiful way that 
defies its poignant title, as can be seen in 
Wasteland. Using a vibrant, shimmering 
application of paint, Dodge infuses his 
canvas with light and color giving the 
scene a feeling of energy despite its 
lifelessness. Further, his representations 
of abandoned vehicles, desolate asphalt 
sprawl, or solitary trees in the landscape 
depict a sense of loneliness and isolation 
that defies our typical notion of the 
suburban community. 
One of the many roles of the artist in 
contemporary society is to encourage the 
viewer to be actively observant: to stop 
for a moment, to reflect, to engage our 
emotions, and, perhaps, to think in new 
ways. If these works of art help the 
viewer reach a greater awareness of our 
impact on the world, then the artists 
have been successful. We all can use our 
unique abilities to make the world a 
better place, as the great architect Frank 
Gehry reminds us,“Find that small sliver 
of space in the world where you can 
make a difference.” 
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A STORY TOLD IN E-MAIL ABOUT THE 
CONFERENCE CALLED “AUTISM SPECTRUM 
DISORDER: BEYOND THE DIAGNOSIS” 
by Linda Jameson 
Sent: January 23, 2008 
To: InfoList 
Subject: A message from Dr. Calaway 
Please join me in congratulating Dr. Carmaletta Williams 
on her appointment as Executive Assistant to the President, 
Diversity Initiatives. Dr. Williams … . I know we all can 
look forward to a new emphasis on diversity at JCCC. 
*************************************************** 
Sent: January 23 
From: Linda Jameson 
To: Carmaletta Williams 
… I’m writing to you in your role as Executive Assistant. I 
hope the diversity initiatives that you work on will include 
help for those of us with social disorders. I have Asperger’s 
Syndrome which is on the high functioning end of the 
autism spectrum … . 
*************************************************** 
Sent: March 07 
From: Carmaletta Williams 
To: Linda Jameson; Mark Foster - Sociology; Mark Foster 
Cc: Kami Day; Shaun Harris; Samira Hussein 
Dear Linda, 
It was simply fortuitous that we were able to talk today. 
I have had a short conversation with Mark Foster about 
this same issue. I suggested to Mark that we think about 
having a workshop/conference in the fall. I have talked 
with Dr. Calaway who likes the idea and … he certainly 
supports our work, so let’s work on this in earnest … . 
Chris Worthington in the bookstore has agreed to order 
any books that we might need … . 
*************************************************** 
Sent: March 25 
From: Carmaletta Williams 
Hello Linda and Mark, 
… I would really like for this to be an informative session. 
I want people to learn, to ask questions, and for those 
affected to share their stories … .You might even think of 
including Mark Browning … . 
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*************************************************** ***************************************************
 
Sent: March 25 
From: Linda Jameson 
To: Carmaletta Williams; Mark Foster 
Carmaletta,
 
Thanks for getting the discussion started.
 
Besides Mark Browning, we should also have Mary Jean
 
Billingsley and Coach Buese … . Pete Peterson might also
 
… . One thing we need to do is to decide what part of the
 
autism spectrum we are going to emphasize.There is a big
 
difference between the two ends of the spectrum … .
 
***************************************************
 
Sent: April 9 
From: Carmaletta Williams 
Fortunately we now have an administrative assistant, 
Susan McGarvey, who will be starting pretty soon who 
can take care of the scheduling, etc., for us. 
*************************************************** 
Sent: April 22 
From: Carmaletta Williams 
To: Susan Mcgarvey 
I want to have a sit down meeting with Mark Foster, Linda 
Jameson, Kami, Shaun and Samira and you – of course – to 
discuss the conference for this fall.There have been many 
e-mail exchanges about things to do at the conference and 
people to include and we need to somehow formalize the 
process.Thanks. Also, you should include Gloria Russo … . 
*************************************************** 
Sent: May 15
 
From: Stephen Shore, Ed.D. 

Good to get your e-mail. Presenting the evening prior 
to the conference itself actually fits into my schedule very 
well as I have another workshop in Michigan on the AM 
of the 16th and/or the 17th. However, this should all 
work out very well. 
Sent: May 21, 2008 
From: Sean M. Daley 
Carmaletta … A friend of mine, Dr. Kathy Ellerbeck, MD, 
is one of the leading experts on autism in the Midwest; 
she works out of KU MED. . . . 
*************************************************** 
Sent: June 02 
From: Carmaletta Williams 
Hi Sean … .This conference is really growing, which 
we’re really happy about … let me know so we can put 
them on a very quickly filling program. I am astonished 
at the interest we have gotten in this program. It should 
be exciting. 
*************************************************** 
Sent: June 03 
From: Gloria Rosso 
I know that the concept of “Refrigerator Mothers” is part 
of the history of autism, and that this was seen as the true 
origins of autism for a long time. I also know that today 
this has been discredited (although who knows, there may 
be some people who still believe it’s the mother’s fault ...). 
I gotta say, though … I would not be able to watch this 
documentary [Refrigerator Mothers]. 
*************************************************** 
Sent: June 04 
From: Linda Jameson 
Cc: Kate Duffy 
… I’ve included Kate Duffy as recipient because I think she 
needs to be involved in our discussions. Kate Duffy is the 
instructor at Penn Valley who has two sons on the spectrum. 
*************************************************** 
Sent: June 09 
From: Carmaletta Williams 
I just finished talking with Ari Ne’eman via telephone. 
He is excited about participating in our conference. He 
said he talks primarily about the cultural and political 
developments of self-advocacy groups and civil and 
disability rights. 
*************************************************** 
Sent : June 17 
From: Carmaletta Williams 
… Autism Spectrum Disorder: Beyond the Diagnosis will be 
the name of our conference.Thank you, Kirsten, for the 
suggestion. 
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*************************************************** 
Sent: June 26 
From: Carmaletta Williams 
The Bookstore has sent me the 2008 spring catalog from 
Autism Asperger Publishing Company. They want to 
know which books they should order to sell at our 
conference … . 
*************************************************** 
Sent: July 02 
From: Carmaletta Williams 
We are working with our Web site people to get the 
conference listed there and we will also be working 
with our graphics folk … . 
*************************************************** 
Sent: July 08 
From: Carmaletta Williams 
We are preparing mailing lists for our conference. If any 
of you have lists that you can share with us, we very much 
appreciate it. 
*************************************************** 
Sent: August 22 
From: Carmaletta Williams 
Danny Alexander, our new interim multicultural center 
program director, and I met with Rich Fisher in our 
television studio to block times for taping … . 
The purpose of having the video made is to give our 
audience a real life connection to Autism Spectrum 
Disorder and the people who live that life … . 
*************************************************** 
Sent: August 28 
From: Carmaletta Williams 
I would really like for them [organizations] to send us 
brochures to put in our participant bags.The idea of 
having tables set up is a bit bothersome because of space 
limitations … . HOWEVER I do think that there will be 
people there who will want to know where they can go 
for assistance, so let’s not throw the table idea completely 
away yet … 
*************************************************** 
Sent: September 02 
From: Andrea Kempf 
Attached is the latest reincarnation of the autism 
bibliography … . 
*************************************************** 
Sent: Tuesday, September 02 
From: Chris Worthington 
Tina and Heather will need to come over to see the space 
and talk about the traffic flow, etc. … whom should they 
coordinate that with? 
*************************************************** 
Sent: September 08 
From: Andrea Kempf 
Barry Bailey, our new digital librarian, took my original 
bibliography and made a “libguide” page … . 
http://jccc.libguides.com/autism 
*************************************************** 
Sent: October 18 
From: Mary Jean Billingsley 
Congratulations on the first very successful conference 
on Autism! … Thank you , Carmaletta and Danny, for 
your leadership during this process. Susan and Kay were 
wonderful to work with … . 
*************************************************** 
Sent: October 20 
From: Carmaletta Williams 
The Autism Spectrum Disorder: Beyond the Diagnosis 
conference was absolutely incredible. I was amazed at 
how many people came up to me to say that we were 
doing such a wonderful service for the community. I came 
to understand on a small scale the depth and breadth of 
the spectrum. We got small glimpses into the lives of those 
on the spectrum, their families, health care professionals 
and educators. I learned new terms like “neurelitism,” 
(which was coined by our own Mark Foster), and gained 
insight into neurodiversity … . We have also started to 
look forward to planning next year’s conference … . 
*************************************************** 
Sent: October 25 
From: Kirsten Sneid 
I’ve heard great feedback from the conference- You all 
must feel so good (and tired) … . 
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FIGHTING NEURELITISM 
by Mark A. Foster 
My earliest memory is of lying in a 
stroller in the park which separated 
the two sides of Pelham Parkway, 
one of the main streets in the 
northern part of New York City’s the 
Bronx. Our home on Wallace Avenue 
was only a block away. I recall one 
day when a woman leaned into the 
carriage, and I couldn’t have been 
more than a year old, and she made a cutesy face while 
staring at me. I had the feelings of one who had been 
violated. I cried and cried until she went away. 
Autism would probably seem a peculiar condition to 
most others. For me, at this stage of my life, it is one I find 
extraordinarily pleasurable. The special interests, the 
preoccupations, which have colored all the stages of my 
life have, as most other autistics would also likely admit, 
provided considerable joy and, at times, even ecstasy. 
Indeed, if someone handed me a magic pill, and I only had 
to take one to be instantly changed from an Asperger’s 
autistic into a more neurotypical individual, I would politely, 
and almost reflexively, return it. 
That does not mean I have always found being an autistic 
easy. Although I cannot presently conceive of a downside, 
it was clearly not always this way. My childhood was 
enormously painful. Like many autistics, I had awful sensory 
problems. Certain sounds, even thinking about those 
sounds, would result in the most horrific panic attacks. 
Heights were unbearable, and the feeling of wind on my 
face, especially while in my family’s car, was practically 
as traumatic. 
Ultimately, I suppose I was, like many others I have recently 
encountered, simply born ahead of my time. Asperger’s 
autism was not added until the fourth edition of the 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-IV) of the American 
Psychiatric Association in 1994, and I was not personally 
diagnosed as an autistic until the middle of 2007. I was 
diagnosed, in the early 1960s, under the DSM-I. 
Like many autistics of my generation, the diagnosis I 
received was childhood schizophrenia. Indeed, autism was 
not even a category in the nosological (classification) system 
of the DSM-I. Since they had not yet devised a way to 
explain people like myself, they made us all psychotic.That 
was the common construction of the time.Yet, by today’s 
standards, I exhibited none of the usual symptoms of 
schizophrenia, the hallucinations, auditory or visual, and the 
delusions, nor was I, in any sense I can tell, out of touch with 
reality. In fact, I was very much in touch with my reality – 
often, in light of the constant bullying I received, painfully so. 
The diagnosis came with a price. For most of my childhood, 
I was drugged. Thorazine is the one I remember by name, 
but there were many others. Then, when I was 11, I was 
committed by my psychiatrist to a psychiatric hospital for 
about a month and a half.The attendants in that place were 
like animals.They viciously beat the children, including me, 
seemingly on a whim. While in that awful facility, I received 
a battery of about eight electroconvulsive treatments. They 
destroyed my memory, almost entirely, for the next year. 
Growing up, my self-concept was quite low. My parents 
were very emotionally abusive toward me, and my father 
occasionally abused me physically, as well. My mother, for 
instance, repeatedly called me selfish.“How could I have 
given birth to such a selfish person like you,” she said on one 
occasion. One would think that she, knowing about my 
medical history, would have known better. Still, I try not to 
be judgmental. My father was himself recently diagnosed as 
an Asperger’s autistic, and my mother, I believe, had severe, 
though undiagnosed, OCD. 
My first experience of receiving genuine respect was from 
joining a new religion at the age of 14. There, and for the 
first time, I was honored for my intelligence and for my 
knowledge. The positive reinforcement I received from my 
fellow religionists is what ultimately persuaded me to 
pursue an academic career, and I turned two of my principal 
special interests as a child, theory and religion, into my 
sociological specializations.Although I am a good professor, 
I believe, I do still have some problems in relating to my 
students. However, I am continually improving. 
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…BUT WITH A WAYS TO GO
 
by Bill Buese, Professor, Head Trainer HPER and Athletics 
When I heard that the first diversity 
event to be sponsored by JCCC’s 
newly created office of Diversity, 
Equity and Inclusion was going to 
address autism, I was both thrilled 
and pleasantly surprised. Diversity 
truly does reach well beyond the 
familiar set of “isms” we commonly 
think of when we hear the word 
“diversity.” I am glad that our new ODEI appreciates the true 
breadth of diversity and is prepared to broaden our horizons 
on a variety of fronts. For the past 17 years, I have had my 
own adventure with autism, through my son, Brian. 
Brian was diagnosed with Asperger’s syndrome when he 
was 14. He’s now a senior in high school. Very smart, 
nonetheless he faces problems that are common to those 
with Asperger’s autism. The “executive” functions of short-
term memory and organizational ability continue to hamper 
him in school. Sometimes my wife, Lisa, and I worry that 
when he goes out into the world, Brian may have difficulty 
maintaining a job or remembering to take his very important 
“vital to his well-being” medications. It is sometimes more 
difficult for us than it is for him. However, last year, the 
persistent drumbeat at school to perform and to be 
prepared to go out into the “real world” drove him into a 
state of emotional turmoil. I responded twice to meltdowns 
at school. To finally convince him that he was going to be 
fine took plenty of reassurance from us, his psychologist and 
his excellent group of supporters at Olathe North. Autism, 
regardless of the level of severity, is best faced with support. 
At the JCCC autism conference, I gained insight into the 
diversity found in the autistic population.There are significant 
variations along the autism spectrum, but no two autistic 
people are alike. The running joke is,“if you’ve met one 
autistic person, you’ve met ONE autistic person!” There are 
strong differences of opinion about the cause of autism. 
Some people believe that they have found the cause in 
sensitivity to various nutrients. Still others attribute it to 
vaccinations or the preservatives that were at one time used 
in them. Most authorities simply assert that we really don’t 
know the root cause, or causes, of autism. 
Autistic children, in particular, are treated much differently 
than they were between the 1950s and 1970s. Once viewed 
as a form of psychosis, we know now that autism spectrum 
disorders are the result of a wiring variation within the brain. 
There seems to be a degree of heritability, primarily through 
Brian and Bill Buese 
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the male line.Treatment once included electroshock therapy, 
institutionalization and isolation from parents.Adult autistics 
often languished in institutions, lived at the margins of 
society, or found themselves in prison. Humane and effective 
methods continue to be developed to help people with 
autism reach their personal potentials.Accommodations at 
work or school help ameliorate an autistic person’s 
hyper-sensitivities to environmental stimuli and so improve 
concentration and optimize learning. Autistic people are 
often visual learners, so visual teaching methods are used. 
Social skills are modeled for autistic people by their teachers, 
therapists, age peers and parents. Some nonverbal autists 
are able to use keyboards to communicate. Others are 
affected so severely that their ability to communicate is 
significantly and permanently hampered. Social interaction 
can be difficult for all people with autism, but the depth and 
severity of the condition in some may seriously limit their 
ability to become independent adults. Others, less affected, 
integrate well into most social and work environments. 
These folks live independent, productive and fulfilling lives. 
The condition can, to varying degrees, change over time as 
the person matures and continues to gain experience. But 
autism never goes away. Autism is managed by the person 
himself, often with the assistance of a support network. 
There are strong opinions held by members of various 
autism advocacy groups. For instance, the Autism and 
Asperger’s Self-Advocacy Network, whose motto is  “Nothing 
about Us, Without Us,” encourages autistic people to 
advocate for themselves in schools and workplaces.AASAN 
also combats negative attitudes and stereotypes about 
autism. Another prominent organization, Autism Speaks, 
assists parents and educators of people with autism, offering 
a constellation of supports and resources. Accurate, 
scientifically sound information about autism is a major 
emphasis, along with facilitation of research efforts around the 
world.Autism Speaks works to encourage close cooperation 
among all autism advocacy groups. Both organizations 
advocate societal and political action for the betterment and 
understanding of people with autism spectrum disorders. 
As with other so-called minority groups, autistic people (and 
those close to them) are not monolithic in their outlooks. 
Some believe “people first” language is appropriate and state 
“I am a person with autism.” Others feel that the label has 
saved them when they were properly identified, finally, and 
subsequently received appropriate assistance. These folks 
usually prefer to say  “I’m an autistic person.”A few like 
the term “autist.” Some believe that communication is the 
primary problem with being autistic. Their goal is to create 
a communication environment so autism-friendly that all 
autistic people may participate more freely in society. Still, 
some have grown-up autistic children who will never be 
able to function well in the wider society in spite of their 
ability to communicate fairly well. One parent at the JCCC 
conference lamented that  “My kid can’t talk, and I don’t read 
minds. So how am I supposed to teach our child to speak up 
for herself?” For her, a cure might be the foremost advocacy 
goal. 
Autism manifests itself along a broad spectrum. Like any 
group of people, sometimes their commonalities define 
them.At other times, it is their differences. For autistic people, 
their journey into inclusion is well underway, but with a 
ways to go. 
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REVIEWS OF SOME
 
ODEI PROGRAMS
 
BY Danny Alexander 
WATSON PARK’S BEAUTIFUL MUSIC LESSON 
Northern Style drum group Watson Park’s performance 
Nov. 6 in Craig Community Auditorium was a remarkable 
learning experience for me. Growing up in Oklahoma 
(which I learned is Southern style), I’m familiar with pow 
wows. But it’s one thing to go to a pow wow, and it’s 
another to learn the kinds of things we learned at that 
performance. 
When he wasn’t drumming and singing, Ken Eastman, 
a tribal elder from the Crow Nation of Montana, acted 
as host for the evening’s activities. He explained the 
meaning and function of each dance – the grass dancers 
making a place for travelers to camp for the night, the 
jingle dancers with the healing chimes on their clothes, 
the fancy shawl dancers imitating the beauty of butterflies 
and reminding us of our connection to nature. He talked 
about the athleticism involved in all of these dances, 
especially the chicken dance, which moved through 
three different rhythms and demanded a great deal of 
stamina. Mr. Eastman’s wife, too, (I don’t believe she 
mentioned her name, but they’d been together 42 years) 
offered a great deal of insight into the family work that 
went into creating the beautiful clothing each dancer wore. 
Some of you might know I’ve written freelance music 
journalism for as long as I’ve taught English, and I found 
myself thinking about the often narrow-minded thinking 
about music that my favorite musicians and music writers 
try to fight. Everything about Watson Park’s performances 
demanded critical thinking about one’s assumptions 
about the role of music and dance in all cultures – from 
the way the music defied Western chordal structures, 
instead focusing on much more delicate ideas like tone 
and timbre, and the way the singers felt comfortable 
throwing a playful, English language c’mon into a song 
that celebrated the community as a whole and the 
evening we were spending together. 
In mainstream music writing, we often refer to the 
improvisational impulse as a “jazz impulse,” which 
comes from Ralph Ellison, as a term, but actually ties 
modern American music back to its West African roots. 
Watson Park’s music also clearly has a similar impulse as 
well as a great deal of craftsmanship and planning, all 
woven together into a seamless effect that leaves the 
listener uncertain whether those five hard bangs on the 
drum were part of a planned refrain or whether it 
was a momentary vamp. The music would very often 
seem spontaneous and unplanned but very intensely 
coordinated, and then, suddenly, everyone would drop 
in volume at the same time, or step back to make 
way for a solo riff, so either things were much more 
orchestrated than the casual listener might guess or 
something otherworldly was going on. But that’s great 
music in a nutshell; it seems to exist at some point 
between the intellect, intuition and pure physicality. 
One thing I did notice was the way the younger dancers 
and players tended to watch the older ones, waiting 
for them to lead the way in a new movement. And the 
multigenerational aspect of the evening was particularly 
moving and meaningful – the Watson Park troop ranged 
in age from, I would guess, 16 months to 60, men and 
women and boys and girls all sharing responsibilities to 
make the evening come off. At one point, the littlest one 
got a little tired and cranky and was taken out of the 
room, and two of the other younger dancers went out in 
the hall to help out. But my favorite memory of all may 
be the two jingle dancers, girls about 9 and 14, leaning 
against the wall and singing along with the men as they 
sang in their circle, just like girls singing along with the 
radio. It said something about how vital music is to all 
of us, how it connects us across all manner of cultural 
barriers, generational as much as anything else. 
Then, of course, there was the moment when Carmaletta 
Williams and her daughter, Jacine (along with everyone 
else in the audience potentially), were invited down to 
the stage to join in the final, community-celebrating 
round dance. They both did a very nice job. It was a 
beautiful moment for the Office of Diversity, Equity and 
Inclusion.Thank you, Sean Daley, for making this happen, 
and thanks to Carmaletta for supporting it. It meant 
more to me than I have managed to say here. 
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ANTONIO’S GUN AND DELFINO’S DREAM DISCUSSION
 
We had a good discussion and way too many burritos Oct. 3 
afternoon as we talked about Sam Quinones’ book Antonio’s 
Gun and Delfino’s Dream.We talked a little about every major 
aspect of the book, starting with the two ideas in the title. 
Antonio is a character who crosses the border to get a tool 
he needs to solve a dispute back home; once he has it, he 
comes home. Delfino is a character that continuously 
inspires the people in his hometown of Xocotla with his 
punk stylings, his break dancing and, eventually, his 
a relatively serious classical music scene, and Juarez managed 
to raise up a number of very talented artists who gained 
their initial training in the art of black velvet painting. 
Another chapter that was a favorite for discussion was “The 
Saga of South Gate,” which showed just how dirty politics 
could get when a Mexican-American politician exploited 
PRI tactics, but we also noticed the similarities to our own 
current electoral system. The inspiring part of that story, as 
with each of these stories on some level, was the way people 
found their way to overturn the 
find the challenge for his talents 
homebuilding skills. But he can’t 
corrupt political system that ruled 
in Mexico, so he keeps returning their lives. How did they do it? 
to the States despite his desire to House-by-house discussions, taking 
the time and offering people thereturn home. In both cases, 
respect of deeply-involved political Quinones shows how the 
discussions, something all but missing migration of Latin Americans to 
in our dominant culture. North America has little to do 
with wanting to be “Americans” The book was initially picked because 
and a great deal to do with the of A Soccer Season in Kansas, which 
limits of the economy back home. described how Garden City, Kan., 
If anything, the country that is came to rally around its almost all 
losing out is Mexico because the Latino team, made up of workers 
best and brightest of its poor and from the IBP plant (owned by Tyson 
working classes flee the lack of foods). In what we tend to think of as 
opportunity at home. the most reactionary section of the 
state, white and brown had some One of our participants, from 
rough transition, but found a way to Puebla, Mexico, talked about the 
other side of the story that is come together for the sake of their 
hinted at by the book. How team and their community.Also, out 
people like Mitt Romney came of the team success, several players 
down to Mexico and made their wound up being the first in their 
fortunes before returning to the family to go to college, and even 
States, or how the maquiladoras have been undermined by 
trade with China, so what economic opportunity there once 
was for the lower classes has been lost to the globalized 
economy. 
One participant talked about how she was impressed by the 
industry that went into the black velvet painting industry 
described in “Doyle and Chuy Wrap Juarez in Velvet,” and 
many of us testified to how the black velvet craze of the 
1970s affected our hometowns and we only learned the real 
story by reading it in this book.That chapter, like the chapter 
about an opera house that sprang up in Tijuana, of all places, 
underscored the way people will create the culture they 
really need out of what’s available to them.Tijuana developed 
some of the soccer players’ mothers went back to college to 
encourage their children. Also, a women’s soccer league 
formed after the inspiration of the male team, and they 
would come to be the champions of future seasons. 
What we all agreed was that these warts-and-all stories of 
an America in transition offered a vision of a new America 
being born. And it’s a hopeful vision. It asks us to reckon 
with some tough questions regarding the new globalized 
economy, but it suggests people can rise to the occasion, 
time and time again, if we have a little faith in our potential. 
Thank you, everyone, for making such a rich and thought-
provoking discussion come to life. 
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A GREAT WEEK FOR DIVERSITY
 
Sept. 25 was an incredible day for diversity events at JCCC. 
It started with a showing of the film Audism: Unveiled in 
CC 211. It’s a wonderful, funny, touching and politically 
challenging film. Hosted by Shawn Brodbeck, a stimulating 
question-and-answer session followed. Even after the 
powerful documentary History Through Deaf Eyes, which 
showed Sept. 23, and the discussion of the book Deaf Like 
Me, led by Kim Krebs on Sept. 24, I learned so much more 
during this session that I began to realize just how far I was 
from truly grasping my ignorance of Deaf issues and the 
diversity of Deaf culture.Thank you for everyone involved in 
all of these activities. 
For more, see www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRu0t-f30VU 
At 2 p.m., Allison Smith hosted a showing of The Life and 
Times of Frida Kahlo in the Hudson Auditorium. Her talk and 
the half of the film I was able to see (before I was pulled 
away to a meeting) offered a much richer, more textured and 
intellectually complex portrait of Kahlo’s personal life, 
philosophy and politics than I’ve seen in other works about 
her. It was also a terrific primer on the development of both 
Mexican muralism – from nationalism to socialism – and 
what Ralph Ellison would call the blues impulse in Kahlo’s 
work. 
Then, at 7 p.m., the call of Kahlo’s work was echoed and 
answered in that same space by a diverse explosion of poetic 
voices in the form of Kansas City’s own Latino Writers 
Collective. ODEI director Carmaletta Williams welcomed 
the group, and writer and artist Jose (Joe) Faus hosted the 
event. Several writers from the group’s first poetry anthology, 
Primera Pagina, including Faus, Gabriela Lemmons, Gloria 
Martinez Adams, and Xanath Caraza read poems in Spanish 
and English and Spanglish about everything from the Day 
of the Dead to frying buneolos in Kansas to the vitality of the 
Latin American political struggle despite its dilution 
in American popular culture. JCCC students Carlos Duarte 
and Miguel Morales spoke of personal relationships that 
resonated with political significance. And Sofiana Olivera 
read a short story about being a student advanced for her 
English skills and rejected for the same reason.That fireworks 
display of distinctly beautiful and musical voices defined 
diversity in its own right and inspired a fantastic question­
and-answer session that lasted until almost 9 p.m. I had 
several comments and questions in my head at the beginning 
of the session, but the students and other attendees said all 
of it, leaving me happy to simply applaud and, as one guest 
said,“eager to go home and write.” Special thanks to Toby 
Klinger for bringing her students, who impressed all of us as 
a dream class, eager and engaged and perceptive. 
And thank you to Susan McGarvey and Kay Rozell for a day 
of very hard work. And Carmaletta, of course, and everyone 
mentioned above, including the 125 or so people who 
attended the events. 
I gained more than I can even begin to explain here. 
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HISPANIC EXPERIENCE AT JCCC 
Sept. 9’s panel, The Hispanic Experience at JCCC was a 
tremendous success on many levels. First, the panelists – 
counselor Gloria Rosso, student Carolina Deardorff, library 
aide Miguel Morales, and the leader of the newly formed 
Latino club LUNA,Will Suarez – gave thoughtful, engaging 
and informative testimonials regarding their experiences 
before they came to the college and at Johnson County 
Community College.Assistant Professor Steve Werkmeister, 
who moderated the program, also joined in on each question 
posed to the panel with his own experiences as the product 
of both Mexican-American and German-American family 
backgrounds. 
Topics discussed included the feeling of being caught 
between cultures, some panelists feeling that they were 
always “the other” or “not one of us” in any cultural setting. 
Panelists also addressed many points of conflict and 
misperception between the Latin American community and 
the predominant Anglo community in Johnson County. 
Some of these included concepts of time and the value 
of family and personal relationships, personal space, 
perceptions of race, ways of showing affection and the value 
of blue collar labor versus academia.
 
Many audience members participated in the generally lively
 
discussion, and several suggestions were raised for ways 

this campus might be made more welcoming to its Latin
 
American population. Much of this revolved around more
 
frequent events where students, staff and faculty can gather
 
to celebrate and validate the experiences of students from
 
various cultures in our community. The panelists also
 
stressed the value of community outreach, involving families
 
and community organizations in activities (such as this one)
 
on our campus. This vision of outreach to community and
 
family also extended to ideas discussed regarding how 

we might increase the enrollment of Latin Americans as 

students and recruitment of Latin Americans to serve in staff
 
and faculty positions on campus.
 
All in all, it was a thought-provoking and moving event.
 
Many people attended, and the discussion continued well
 
past the two hours set aside for it. Thank you to all of the
 
panelists and attendees for making this first ODEI event of
 
the fall semester an unforgettable experience.
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